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Abstract Federated learning has emerged as a distributed learning paradigm by training at each client and aggregating at

a parameter server. System heterogeneity hinders stragglers from responding to the server in time with huge communication

costs. Although client grouping in federated learning can solve the straggler problem, the stochastic selection strategy in

client grouping neglects the impact of data distribution within each group. Besides, current client grouping approaches make

clients suffer unfair participation, leading to biased performances for different clients. In order to guarantee the fairness of

client participation and mitigate biased local performances, we propose a Federated Dynamic Client Selection Method based

on Data Representativity (FedSDR). FedSDR clusters clients into groups correlated with their own local computational

efficiency. To estimate the significance of client datasets, we design a novel data representativity evaluation scheme based

on local data distribution. Furthermore, the two most representative clients in each group are selected to optimize the

global model. Finally, the DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm updates local computational efficiency and data representativity

states to regroup clients after periodic average aggregation. Evaluations on real datasets show that FedSDR improves in

client participation by 27.4%, 37.9%, and 23.3% compared with FedAvg, TiFL, and FedSS, taking fairness into account in

federated learning. In addition, FedSDR surpasses FedAvg, FedGS, and FedMS by 21.32%, 20.4%, and 6.90%, in local test

accuracy variance, balancing the performance bias of the global model across clients.
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1 Introduction

As an emerging machine learning paradigm, feder-

ated learning [1] utilizes the local data and computing

capacity of clients for training locally. The parame-

ter server aggregates local models to generate a global

model while maintaining the security constraint of local

data storage [2]. Federated learning is capable of han-

dling large-scale data [3] in the real-world scenarios and

uses edge device resources to provide efficient machine

learning in distributed computing.

However, there are some inherent characteristics in

federated learning, such as low-speed broadband, vari-

ous computing capacity of clients, unstable availability

of the network, and so on [4, 5]. Some clients are called

stragglers for delaying in computation or communica-

tion. Huge communication cost [6] is inevitable when

the server fails to receive responses from stragglers in

the aggregation phase. To reduce the communication

cost caused by stragglers, FedAvg [1] drops stragglers

directly but loses partial information [7] from stragglers.
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FedProx [8] decreases communication rounds by limit-

ing the iteration frequency of partial clients. FedDrop

[9] discards a portion of clients with low computational

efficiency. Nonetheless, FedAvg [1], FedProx [8], and

FedDrop [9] neglect the participation of stragglers, leav-

ing the global model unable to effectively assess the

value of local data. The three common client selection

approaches perform high accuracy across some clients

but low accuracy across others. Unfair opportunity for

clients to participate in training leads to the perfor-

mance bias [10]. Client grouping methods can improve

fairness [11] by guaranteeing the equitable participa-

tion of various clients in federated learning. Unfor-

tunately, the existing client grouping methods cannot

accurately reflect the computational efficiency [12] dif-

ferences from clients and only provide static grouping

results [13]. Therefore, the above methods are not tai-

lored to the edge computing where client computing

capacity changes dynamically [14].

In addition, data distribution is also regarded as a

vital factor in the fairness of federated learning [15],

with the performance bias [16] of the global model.

In the real-world scenarios, clients have different us-

age patterns, data samples and labels following different

distributions [17]. The stochastic selection strategy and

the inequal participation in the training make the global

model skewed towards the common data distributions,

failing to characterize the particular data distributions.

Ozdayi et al. [18] demonstrated that non-IID data neg-

atively impacts model performance and fairness nega-

tively. As shown in Fig.1, the client B is assumed to be

unsuitable for general scenarios. B is selected by the

server due to its large data size. Although the client C

performs well in general scenarios, the server discards it

owning to its slow computational rate [19]. The global

model loses valuable information from the discarded

clients when the server aggregates locally-computed up-

dates. As a result, the global model presents biased

performances across local clients, especially for hetero-

geneous data applications. The degree of heterogeneity

in data increases as the data distribution becomes more

unbalanced [1]. If we can determine the heterogeneity

degree of data according to distribution, selecting cer-

tain representative clients to train can minimize the

divergence between global and local optimums.

Fig.1. Fairness of federated learning.

Motivated by the above problems, we propose a

Federated Clients Dynamic Selection Method based

on Data Representativity (FedSDR) in this paper.

FedSDR constructs a multinomial distribution set by

the local computational efficiency of clients and maps

the multinomial distribution to client groups. Clients

with similar local computational efficiency are divided

into the same group. Meanwhile, since clients in each

group have varying data, we use data representativity

to interpret the significance of heterogeneous data on

the model’s performance. Each client’s data represen-

tativity is estimated based on the similarity between

the local data distribution and the uniform distribu-

tion. To enhance the fairness of the client selection,

FedSDR utilizes the designed DYNAMIC-SELECT al-

gorithm to select clients with the highest data repre-

sentativity from each group to participate in training.

And the subsets of clients involved in training are up-

dated dynamically at every iteration. Finally, the cen-

tral server periodically updates the grouping results at

the specified iteration rounds. In general, from the per-

spective of computing capacity and data distribution,

FedSDR pledges fairness for all clients and balances the

performance bias in heterogeneous systems.

The main contributions are summarized as follows.

• A multinomial distribution is constructed to map
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the local computational efficiency to their correspond-

ing computing capacity of clients. Clients with simi-

lar computational efficiency are allocated into the same

group, possessing fair opportunities to engage in train-

ing.

• A local data representativity evaluation scheme

is proposed based on the similarity between the local

and global data distribution. The scheme considers the

impact of data heterogeneity on client performance in

client selection.

• Furthermore, FedSDR utilizes the designed

DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm to execute client selec-

tion procedure and reselects clients dynamically for the

next iteration to optimize the global model.

• Experiments on different heterogeneous datasets

demonstrate that FedSDR outperforms in client par-

ticipation by 27.4%, 37.9%, and 23.3% compared with

FedAvg [1], TiFL [20], and FedSS [7], respectively.

FedSDR surpasses FedAvg, FedGS, and FedMS by

21.32%, 20.4%, and 6.90% in local test accuracy vari-

ance. Moreover, FedSDR achieves good performance

in training loss and test accuracy of the global model,

within acceptable training time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents the related work of client grouping

and client selection. The framework description and

problem formulation are shown in Section 3. The de-

sign details of FedSDR are discussed in Section 4. The

experiments and analysis are given in Section 5. At

last, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The current major approach to improve the fairness

of federal learning is client grouping, but it ignores the

differences of clients within the group and leads to un-

biased client performance. Many researches measure

client importance to select certain clients for training,

as a way to improve the overall performance.

2.1 Client Grouping

As edge computing tends to contain high systems

heterogeneity [21], stochastic client selection discards

stragglers with poor computing capacity and causes bi-

ased performance across local clients. Skirpan et al.

[19] researched model training bias in the context of

machine learning settings and argued that the disad-

vantaged clients (with limited computing or memory,

unbalanced data, etc.) should be taken into account

along with the overall performance of the model. A

series of researches considering disadvantaged clients

are carried out to tackle the performance bias of global

models across clients [22]. Grouping clients prior to fed-

erated training is one of the effective approaches. The

client grouping methods divide clients into groups so

that each group is a cluster of clients with similar char-

acteristics [23]. Therefore, the dropout clients are guar-

anteed the opportunity to participate in local training,

enhancing the fairness of client participation.

Current work on client grouping prefers to utilize

techniques such as multinomial distribution clustering

[7], and hierarchical clustering [24] to accomplish the

grouping process. For example, the FRL framework

[25] groups clients based on the similarity of users’ be-

havior and generates a secondary global model for each

group to receive intra-group updates from clients, re-

ducing the negative impact of low-relevance data on

the global model’s performance. However, FRL does

not specify the evaluation criteria and similarity met-

rics for grouping strategy. Fraboni et al. [7] employed

clustered sampling and group clients according to their

relevant data ratio, to achieve more uniform sampling

results. Unfortunately, this method is executed only

once in the initial phase, therefore it is not applica-

ble to edge computing where the computing capacity

changes dynamically. TiFL [20] groups clients based on

their training time to ensure stragglers have the poten-

tial to participate in training. However, TiFL ignores

the impact of data size on the training time and leads

to biased performance across local models. FedSS [7]

divides clients with similar amount of local data into

the same group, so that clients with long training time

(large data size) have the opportunity to participate in

training. However, FedSS only groups clients in the ini-

tial phase, which is not suitable for the mobile edge en-
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vironment where the local computing capacity changes

dynamically.

2.2 Client Selection

Most of the grouping methods select clients ran-

domly from each group and the clients with common

distributed data are likely to be sampled [26, 27].

The stochastic selection strategy triggers biased perfor-

mance and even a decline in accuracy without sufficient

attention on the unbalanced data [28]. Especially in

case of high statistical heterogeneity, the randomly se-

lected dataset cannot reflect realistic data distribution

of the global model [29, 30].

To address the above drawbacks associated with the

stochastic client selection, a typical solution is deter-

mining the sample probability of the client by assessing

the client’s importance. Mohammed et al.[31] aimed to

optimize client selection with an online heuristic algo-

rithm based on the test accuracy, inspired by the secre-

tary problem [32]. ISFedAvg [28] constructs a compos-

ite probability distribution combining client selection

with local data selection, and derives the optimal im-

portance sampling strategy considering the variability

of data. FedCS [33] and MAB-CS [34] investigate client

selection optimization in heterogeneous and uncertain

systems, respectively. All the above approaches con-

duct client selection based on importance assessment

but neglect the correlation among clients.

In addition, another solution is to group clients [34]

and select a fraction of clients within each group. The

strategy can provide a more uniform selection result

[35]. FedGS [36] integrates clients with complemen-

tary classes into a uniformly distributed subset for local

training, achieving similar learning results to all clients

participated in training. However, the global model

generated by FedGS exhibits low accuracy on clients

with unbalanced data. Moreover, FedGS requires the

transmission of specific information about the data dis-

tribution so that it does not strictly adhere to the data

privacy settings in federated learning. Considering the

mapping relationship between data and model, FedMS

[37] clusters clients with similar data distribution by

the model segmentation algorithm. When FedMS de-

mands all clients to train periodically, the computation

and communication burden surges greatly.

3 Framework of FedSDR and Problem Formu-

lation

3.1 Framework Description

As shown in Fig.2, FedSDR allocates clients with

similar local computational efficiency into the same

group based on multinomial sampling. Then, FedSDR

modifies the client selection strategy based on the data

representativity within each group. For the unknown

data distribution of clients within each group, we design

a novel data representativity evaluation scheme to de-

termine each client’s data distribution. Then, FedSDR

selects clients with the highest representativity from

each group to participate in training, which can afford

a fair engagement for each client.

The process of FedSDR can be broken down into

the following detailed steps. First, we create a multino-

mial distribution set. Each client’s computational effi-

ciency is assigned to the multinomial distribution. The

probability of a client sampled from the group relies on

its proportion across all the multinomial distributions.

Clients are divided into several groups with similar local

computational efficiency. Subsequently, data represen-

tativity of each client is defined by the similarity of the

local data distribution to the global data distribution.

The data representativity evaluation scheme identifies

the data representativity and the importance of each

client in descending order. FedSDR selects the most

representative clients logically. Moreover, after the se-

lected clients participate in the training, their model

parameters are uploaded for global aggregation. Fi-

nally, the DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm updates each

client’s computational efficiency and selection weights

dynamically according to the latest training time until

the global model converges.
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Fig.2. Framework of FedSDR.

3.2 Problem Formulation

We assume that there are a total of n clients in

the federated learning system. The total n clients are

assigned to m groups {grk | k = 1, ...,m}. The set of

all clients is defined as {ci | i = 1, ..., n} and ei rep-

resents the local computational efficiency of client ci

with the local data di. The global data
m∑

k=1

|gr
k|∑

i=1

dri, k is

the total data of all clients. For client groups grk, the

clients in this group are denoted as {cri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}.
Clients with the most representative data are selected

from each group to participate in training and upload

their model parameters to aggregate the global model.

The fairness about client participation can be for-

mulated as the variance in the amount of times a client

is selected to train, i.e.,

V ar(Fre) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Frei − Fre)
2
, (1)

where Frei is the amount of times client ci partici-

pated in local training and Fre is the average times of

all clients participated in training.

In particular, we need to balance the global model’s

biased performance on local clients, i.e., to minimize

the variance in local test accuracy as

V ar(Acc) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Acci −Acc)
2
, (2)

where Acc is the local test accuracy (the test accuracy

of the local model on a client). The test accuracy is

defined as dividing the number of correct predictions

(compared with the ground truth) by the total number

of test samples. Acc is the average local test accuracy

of all the clients. Lower V ar(Acc) indicates a smaller

difference in the test accuracy of clients improving fed-

erated learning fairness. The goal of our work is to

minimize both (1) and (2).

At the r-th iteration round, n clients are assigned

to m independent multinomial distributions {Dr
k}mk=1

based on each client’s computational efficiency. Distri-

butions in {Dr
k}mk=1 offer the sample weights of n clients

based on each client’s local computational efficiency ei.

And at two different iterations, multinomial distribu-

tions can vary. Then, the probability qri, k of clients ci

sampled from group grk is computed based on the dis-

tribution {Dr
k}mk=1. When the probability qri, k is the

highest in the k′-th group, client ci is assigned to the

group grk′ , i.e., ∀k ∈ [1, k′ − 1] ∪ [k′ + 1,m], qri, k′ > qri, k.

After all clients have been assigned, we need to cal-

culate the data balance of each client in turn. The
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local data dri, k distributes as Ar
i, k and the global data

m∑
k=1

|gr
k|∑

i=1

dri, k obeys a uniform distribution U . The sim-

ilarity between local data and global data distribution

is expressed as bri, k. Due to U usually being set as

a uniform distribution [38], bri, k represents dri, k’s data

balance. Therefore, the balance degree sequence of

data is {bri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}. And cri′, k will be given

the highest sampled weight in group grk′ when Ar
i′, k is

determined as the most unbalanced or the most bal-

anced local data distribution within the group, i.e.,

∀i ∈ [1, i′ − 1] ∪ [i′ + 1, |grk|], bri′, k < bri, k | bri′, k > bri, k.

Each group selects the two clients with the highest

weights to participate in local training at the r-th iter-

ation round. The global model aggregates local mod-

els of clients Sr = {Sr
k | k = 1, ...,m} selected from all

groups {grk | k = 1, ...,m}. Since the local computa-

tional efficiency is updated over time, the set of selected

clients Sr changes dynamically. The server repeats the

progress above until the final iteration.

A list of the main symbolic parameters of FedSDR

is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Key Symbolic Parameters of FedSDR

Symbol Definition

n Number of clients

U Global data distribution

m Number of groups

r Iterative round index

ci The i-th client

ωr
i Local model of client ci for the r-th iteration

di Local dataset of client ci

ei Local computational efficiency of client ci

ti Training time of client ci

ωr Global model of client ci for the r-th iteration

t
rlatest
i Latest local training time of client ci

Sr Subset of clients in the r-th iteration

qri, k Sampling probability of client ci in Dr
k

grk The k-th client group for the r-th iteration

cri, k The i-th client in group grk
dri, k Local dataset of client cri, k
Ar

i, k Data distribution of dataset dri, k
bri, k Data balance degree of client cri, k
ori, k Data representativity of client cri, k
vri, k Sampling weight of client cri, k
Sr
k Subset of clients participating in training in grk

4 Federated Dynamic Client Selection Method

based on Data Representativity

In this section, we introduce the design of FedSDR

to solve the optimization problem as presented in (1)

and (2). We first elaborate the client grouping process

before client selection. Then we illustrate local data

representativity evaluation scheme to measure data dis-

tributions of clients. Next, we select clients from each

group based on local data representativity. Finally, we

present the DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm to to dy-

namically adjust clients participated in training for bet-

ter performance.

Fig.3. Client grouping of FedSDR.

4.1 Client Dynamic Grouping Method based
on Local Computational Efficiency

The client grouping of FedSDR is presented in Fig.3,

and we illustrate the detailed procedure below.

4.1.1 Local Computational Efficiency

The local computational efficiency ei of client ci is

calculated using the local training time ti and the local

data size |di| as (3)

ei =
|di|
ti

. (3)

Considering the dynamic nature of mobile edge en-

vironment, the computational resources available to

clients fluctuate at different iteration rounds. Assuming

a constant amount of local data |di|, the local computa-

tional efficiency of client ci in the r-th iteration round is
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denoted as ei =
|di|

t
rlatest
i

, where rlatest is the most recent

iteration round, rlatest < r. Since all the clients are not

trained locally during the initialization phase, the local

data quantity |di| of client ci is employed to initialize

the local computational efficiency ei as

ei =


|di| , if rlatest = 0,

|di| /trlatesti , if rlatest ̸= 0,

i ∈ {1, ..., n}. (4)

In the initial phase, because the training time of a

client is 0 as in (4), we use the amount of data to ini-

tialize local computational efficiency, i.e., |di| ≫ ei =

|di| /trlatesti . At the beginning of the iteration, distri-

butions of clients who have not yet completed the fed-

erated training are more dispersed among groups than

those who have. In other words, clients with large ei

are more likely to be selected to participate in train-

ing. Thus, the computational efficiency of these clients,

which received the global model parameters, is much

closer to that of training in a real-world environment.

Fig.4. Construction of multinomial distribution set.

4.1.2 Multinomial Distribution Set Construction

FedSDR picks clients from each group to participate

in the local training and updates local computational

efficiency based on the client grouping. As a result, the

client grouping procedure not only influences the client

participation in federated learning, but it may also in-

duce client drift [37] due to the participation of some

clients, resulting in the non-convergence of the global

model. To avoid this issue, FedSDR constructs a rea-

sonable multinomial distribution set {Dr
k}mk=1 so that

the grouping results have the guarantee of the global

model convergence.

Assumption 1 (Unbiasedness). If the expected value

of the local model aggregation of clients selected for

training is identical to the global model aggregation

when all clients are included in, we define this client

selection is unbiased as

ESr [ωr] = Sr [
∑
i′∈Sr

wi′ω
r
i′ ] :=

n∑
i=1

wiω
r
i′ , (5)

where E is the mathematic expectation, Sr is the sub-

set of clients involved in training for iteration round r,

wi′ is the aggregation weight of client ci′ with respect

to Sr, and ωr
i′ is the local model parameter of ci′ .

Based on the above assumption, a multinomial dis-

tribution set {Dr
k}mk=1 of length m is constructed in

iteration round r. The sampling probability qri, k of

clients in each distribution is computed so as to divide

n clients into m groups. According to this construction,

qri, k needs to satisfy the following,

∀k ∈ {1, ...,m},
n∑

i=1

qri, k = 1, qri, k ≥ 0. (6)

(6) ensures the feasibility of dividing clients into m

groups. When sampling clients using a multinomial dis-

tribution Dr
k, the expected value of the global model is

EDr
k
[
∑

i′∈Dr
k

wi′ω
r
i′ ] :=

n∑
i=1

qri, k ω
r
i′ . (7)

Since the expected value possesses a linear prop-

erty, the next iteration round’s expected value of global

model is the average results derived from (7) over the

set of multinomial distributions {Dr
k}mk=1, satisfying (8)

as

ESr [ωr] =

m∑
k=1

1

m

n∑
i=1

qri, k ω
r
i′ . (8)

Extending the unbiasedness assumption of (5) to m

independent multinomial distributions {Dr
k}mk=1 yields

the property as

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n},
m∑

k=1

qri, k = mwi. (9)

As illustrated in Fig.4, if the amount of the multi-

nomial distribution Dr
k is a constant M, i.e., |Dr

k| = M,
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then the distribution set has Mm elements. The lo-

cal computational efficiency set E = {ei | i = 1, ..., n} is

arranged in descending order, and the priority of assign-

ing the client’s local computation efficiency is offered to

the multinomial distribution that has not yet reached

M. After a client completes the efficiency assignment,

each of the remaining distributions should be 0 or M

elements, except for at most one multinomial distribu-

tion.

The total efficiency value assigned to each client

on {Dr
k}mk=1 is ei

′ = mei. And ei
′ = Mαi + βi

means that client ci has a sampling probability of 1

on all αi distributions, and the remaining efficiency

value βi is assigned to (m −
∑

αi) distributions, i.e.,

Mm =
∑
i

e
′

i = M(
∑
i

αi) +
∑
i

βi. Due to |Dr
k| = M,

the construction {Dr
k}mk=1 satisfies (6) and clients can

be divided into m groups. Because of ei
′ = mei, the

proportion of each client on all distributions {Dr
k}mk=1

can be expressed as m ei
E = m

|di|/t
rlatest
i

|di|/
n∑

i=1
t
rlatest
i

∼mwi, sat-

isfying (9). Substituting (9) into (7), we can get the

following equation:

ESr [ωr] =

m∑
k=1

1

m

n∑
i=1

qri, k ω
r
i′ =

n∑
i=1

wi ω
r
i′ . (10)

It is observed that (10) yields the same expected

value of the global model as (5), satisfying the unbi-

asedness assumption. As a result, after grouping clients

according to the above construction, the global model

has the guarantee of convergence in federated learning.

4.1.3 Client Grouping of FedSDR

The dynamic client grouping process of FedSDR can

be split down into four steps as follows .

1) Calculating local computational efficiency. Input

clients’ local data set {|di| | i = 1, ..., n} of length n,

the number of client groups m, and obtain clients’ local

computation efficiency set E = {ei | i = 1, ..., n}. Then,
sort the set E in descending order.

2) Constructing multinomial distribution set. A

multinomial distribution set {Dr
k}mk=1 of length m is

built based on the local computational efficiency set E,

and the distribution {Dr
k}mk=1 corresponds to the client

group gk one by one.

3) Grouping clients. The probability {qri, k}mk=1 of a

client being sampled in distribution {Dr
k}mk=1 is calcu-

lated sequentially. If a client has the maximum sam-

pling probability in distribution {Dr
k}mk=1, i.e., ∀k ∈

[1, k′− 1]∪ [k′+1,m], qri, k′ > qri, k, then client ci is allo-

cated to group grk′ . The grouping result is output after

all clients have been assigned.

4) Updating local computational efficiency. A ran-

dom client from each group forms a subset Sr of clients

participating in training. Following the local training

phase, the local computational efficiency of clients in

Sr is updated using the training time tri′ .

For computational cost considerations, steps 2 and

3 are performed in every iteration round, dynamically

updating the grouping results on a regular basis. Steps

1 and 4 are executed in each iteration round until the

final iteration round comes.

4.1.4 Algorithm Design and Complexity Analysis

The GROUP algorithm performs steps for the

multinomial distribution construction and client group-

ing at a federated learning iteration. And the hyper-

parameters are specified in the GROUP algorithm, in-

cluding the number of clients n, the number of client

groups m, and the group update period ru, as detailed

in Algorithm 1.

For the GROUP algorithm, its complexity is O(n+

m), since each step in the construction of a multinomi-

ally distributed set {Dr
k}mk=1 requires an operation on

the local computational efficiency or multinomial dis-

tribution. For reason that this algorithm only makes

sense when the number of client groups is smaller than

the number of clients (m < n), its overall complexity is

O(n+m) = O(n).

The UPDATE algorithm is used to update the lo-

cal computational efficiency of the clients. Specifically,

the local computational efficiency of all the clients is

unknown in the initial phase, hence the UPDATE al-

gorithm initializes each client’s local computational ef-

ficiency using the local data size. In the local training
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phase, the local computational efficiency is updated by

the UPDATE algorithm at each iteration for the clients

participating in training. In summary, the UPDATE al-

gorithm receives local data size and the subset of clients

participating in training as input, and outputs the cur-

rent descending sequence of local computational effi-

ciency. Thus, the UPDATE algorithm provides input

to the GROUP algorithm, with the following detailed

steps in Algorithm 2.

For the UPDATE algorithm, the initial phase re-

quires traversal of the client set {ci | i = 1, ..., n} with a

complexity of O(n). In the training phase, each client

of Sr is selected from each group to participate in the

local training at the iteration, i.e., |Sr| = 2m with

the complexity of O(2m). Because the complexity of

the descending order operation on the local computa-

tional efficiency E = {ei | i = 1, ..., n} of the clients

is O(n log(n)), the overall complexity of the UPDATE

algorithm is O(n log(n)).

Algorithm 1 GROUP

Input:
n: number of clients
m: number of client groups
r: current iteration round
ru: iteration rounds for updating client grouping
results
ei: client local computational efficiency

Output:
{qrui, k | i = 1, ..., n; k = 1, ...,m}: selected probabil-
ity of each client

1: define E = {ei = 0 | i = 1, ..., n}
2: if r%ru == 0 then
3: define k = 1
4: define count = 0

5: define M =
n∑

i=1

ei

6: for i = 1 to n do
7: count = count+mei
8: count = Mαi + βi

9: if αi > k then
10: (qrui, k)

′ = M− βi−1

11: ∀l ≥ k + 1s.t.(αi − 1)− l ≥ 0, (qrui, k)
′ = M

12: end if
13: (qrui, αi

)′ = βi

14: k = αi

15: end for

16: return {qrui, k =
(qrui, k)

′

M | i = 1, ..., n; k = 1, ...,m}
17: end if

Algorithm 2 UPDATE Algorithm

Input:
r: current iteration round
{|di| | i = 1, ..., n}: local data size on each client
Sr: subset of selected clients

Output:
{ei | i = 1, ..., n}: local computational efficiency set

1: define E = {ei = 0 | i = 1, ..., n}
2: if r == 1 then
3: for i = 1 to n do
4: ei = di
5: end for
6: else
7: Sr = GROUP (E)
8: {tri′ | ci′ ∈ Sr} = Train()
9: for ci′ in Sr do

10: ei′ = |di′ | /tri′
11: end for
12: descending E
13: end if
14: return E = {ei | i = 1, ..., n}

4.2 Local Data Representativity Evaluation

Scheme

The local data dri, k of client cri, k is assumed to

obey the probability distribution Ar
i, k. The local

data’s information entropy is denoted as H(dri, k) =

−
∑

Ar
i, k log(A

r
i, k)=

∑
Ar

i, k log
1

Ar
i, k

according to the

information theory [39]. When the local data dri, k is

represented by the global data U , its added informa-

tion satisfies Kullback–Leibler divergence [39] of Ar
i, k

relative to U , i.e.,

DKL(A
r
i, k, U)

= −
∑

Ar
i, k log(U)− (−

∑
Ar

i, k log(A
r
i, k))

= −
∑

Ar
i, k log

U
Ar

i, k

=
∑

Ar
i, k log

Ar
i, k

U

. (11)

Since − log(x) is a convex function, (11) is expressed as

DKL(A
r
i, k, U) =

∑
Ar

i, k log
Ar

i, k

U = EAr
i, k

log
Ar

i, k

U

= −EAr
i, k

log U
Ar

i, k

≥ − log
(∑

Ar
i, k

U
Ar

i, k

)
= − log (

∑
U) = 0

,

(12)
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where the KL divergence of Ar
i, k relative to U is al-

ways bigger than 0. Meanwhile, larger KL divergence

states that the distribution Ar
i, k is more different rela-

tive to U . Besides, DKL(A
r
i, k, U)=0 when Ar

i, k satisfies

Ar
i, k=U .

Due to U obeying the uniform distribution, using

(12) characterizes the balance degree of local data dri, k,

i.e.,

bri, k = B(U,Ar
i, k) = e−DKL(Ar

i, k,U), (13)

where bri, k values (0, 1]. If bri, k becomes smaller, the lo-

cal data distributes more special. Conversely, the local

data distribution is close to the uniform distribution

(i.e., the local data distribution is more balanced). In

particular, the local and global data has the same dis-

tribution while bri, k = 1.

On the basis of client grouping, in the r-th itera-

tion round, clients in group grk use (13) to calculate

their balance degree of data and then are sorted as

{bri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|} in ascending order. Evidently, the

data representativity of the client cri′, k is defined as

ori′, k =

(
bri′, k −

br1, k + br|gr
k|,k

2

)2

+ ε, (14)

where ε is the minimal value tending to 0, for avoiding

ori′, k = 0.

Furthermore, the selection weight is determined

based on (14) as,

vri′, k = ori′, k/

|gr
k|∑

i=1

ori, k. (15)

The server prefers to select clients with high repre-

sentativity from the group grk. Based on the sequence

of selection weights {vri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|} as (15), a sub-

set of clients is carried out from the group grk. Con-

sequently, we attain the client selection results at the

r-th iteration via merging the selection results of each

group.

4.3 Client Selection Based on Local Data Rep-
resentativity

4.3.1 Client Selection Process of FedSDR

To ensure the engagement of data with different dis-

tributions, FedSDR is divided into four steps as follows.

1) Calculating the degree balance of data. Accord-

ing to the client grouping results, the balance degree of

local data bri, k is measured by the similarity of bri, k and

the global data U . By the way, the client group {grk | k =

1, ...,m} contains the clients {cri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}. In

order to guarantee the privacy of the local data in fed-

erated learning, bri, k is calculated locally by the client.

Hence, the central server cannot have access to the ex-

act distribution of client data.

2) Evaluating data representativity. The balance de-

gree of local data obtained from step 1 is sorted in as-

cending order in each group. From the client balance

degree sequence {bri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}, each client’s data

representativity is evaluated utilizing (14). Therefore,

the data representativity of clients in the group grk is

{ori, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}.
3) Constructing client selection weights and select

clients. In each group, construct client selection weights

{vri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|} deriving from the data representa-

tivity sequence {ori, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}. Based on the se-

quence {vri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|} obtained from step 2, the

DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm selects two clients from

each group in turn to get a subset of clients participat-

ing in training. Moreover, these two clients serve the

most peculiar data distribution and the most general

data distribution in the group.

4) Selecting clients and update models. The sub-

set of sampled clients Sr = {Sr
k | k = 1, ...,m} consists

of the selection results of each group. And the selected

clients train models locally. The server aggregates local

models on average and updates the local computational

efficiency using the UPDATE algorithm. And thus the

client selection results will vary dynamically with the

updated computational efficiency.

The balance degree of local data is determined by

the data distribution while the data representativity

and selection weights of the client are relative to the

client grouping results. As a result, the execution pe-

riod of steps 1 and 2 is the same as the update period

of the client grouping; steps 3 and 4 are executed at

each iteration until the final iteration.
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Table 2. Sampling Probability Distributions of Clients

Client Sampling Probability Distribution

client05 [ 0.080, 0.070, 0.090, 0.090, 0.170, 0.050, 0.070, 0.130, 0.070, 0.180 ]

client12 [ 0.060, 0.050, 0.120, 0.090, 0.090, 0.130, 0.090, 0.140, 0.110, 0.120 ]

client27 [ 0.130, 0.090, 0.080, 0.130, 0.100, 0.100, 0.090, 0.090, 0.080, 0.110 ]

client33 [ 0.100, 0.050, 0.110, 0.050, 0.080, 0.200, 0.090, 0.080, 0.080, 0.160 ]

client39 [ 0.080, 0.060, 0.060, 0.100, 0.110, 0.080, 0.090, 0.070, 0.130, 0.220 ]

client50 [ 0.108, 0.068, 0.140, 0.068, 0.120, 0.072, 0.148, 0.100, 0.096, 0.080 ]

client71 [ 0.148, 0.096, 0.096, 0.096, 0.096, 0.096, 0.124, 0.060, 0.116, 0.072 ]

4.3.2 Example of Client Selection

To understand the process described in Subsection

4.3.1 more intuitively, we give an example of the client

selection process for client group grk as the following.

1) Calculating the balance degree of data.

We input a group of clients {client05, client12, client27,
client33, client39, client50, client71}, the global uniform

distribution [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1]

and the local data to the DYNAMIC-SELECT al-

gorithm. The local data obeys the following sampling

probability distribution in Table 2 respectively.

The data balance of data in each client included in

this group is calculated as {client05 : 0.919, client12 :

0.959, client27 : 0.985, client33 : 0.912, client39 : 0.917,

client50 : 0.964, client71 : 0.971}.

2) Evaluating the data representativity and con-

structing client selection weights.

Sort clients in ascending order by the balance degree

of the corresponding data, as {client33 : 0.912, client39 :

0.917, client05 : 0.919, client12 : 0.959, client50 : 0.964,

client71 : 0.971, client27 : 0.985}. Based on this ascend-

ing sequence, the data representativity of each client

in the group is calculated using (14) as {client33 :

14.32, client39 : 11.20, client05 : 9.51, client12 : 2.05,

client50 : 3.27, client71 : 6.20, client27 : 14.32}.

From the results above, client33 and client27 have

the most unbalanced and the most balanced data dis-

tribution in the group, respectively. Further, the corre-

sponding client selection weights for the group are con-

structed using (9) as {0.235, 0.184, 0.156, 0.033, 0.054,

0.102, 0.235}.

3) Selecting clients.

According to the client selection weights, the server

selects a subset of clients Sr
k = {client33, client27} to

participate in training at this iteration.

4.4 DYNAMIC-SELECT Algorithm

4.4.1 Algorithm Design

The DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm performs data

representation evaluation and client selection for client

group in turn. Each client is measured for the balance

degree of local data based on the similarity between

local data distribution and global uniform distribution.

Evaluate data representativity according to the ascend-

ing sequence of balance degree {bri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}

and construct the client selection weights V r
k within the

group. And the hyperparameters to be specified in the

DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm include the number of

clients n, the number of client groups m, and the group

update period ru. The DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm

is detailed in Algorithm 3.

Therfore, we get a subset of clients sampled from

each group and merge the results to complete client

selection. When the selected clients end the current

iteration, their local computational efficiency requires

being updated by the UPDATE algorithm.
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Algorithm 3 DYNAMIC-SELECT Algorithm

Input:
n: number of clients
m: number of groups
ru: iteration round
{grk | k = 1, ...,m}: scheduled for updating client
grouping results
{cri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}: the clients in each group
{Ar

i, k | i = 1, ..., |grk| ; k = 1, ...,m}: local data dis-
tributions

Output:
Sr = {Sr

k | k = 1, ...,m}: client selection results
1: define Sr = ∅
2: for k = 1 to m do
3: define Sr

k = ∅
4: define V r

k = ∅
5: if r%ru == 0 then
6: for i = 1 to |grk| do
7: bri, k = e−DKL(A

r
i, k,U)

8: end for
9: ascending {bri, k | i = 1, ..., |grk|}

10: define sum = 0
11: for i = 1 to |grk| do

12: ori, k = (bri′,k −
br1,k+br|grk|,k

2 )2 + ε
13: sum = ori, k + sum
14: end for
15: for i = 1 to |grk| do
16: vri, k = ori, k/sum
17: add vri, k to V r

k

18: end for
19: end if
20: else
21: V r

k = V r−1
k

22: end else
23: Sr

k = CHOICE(V r
k )

24: Sr = Sr ∪ Sr
k

25: end for
26: return Sr

4.4.2 Complexity Analysis

For the DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm, calculat-

ing the balance degree of local data requires travers-

ing every client, with a complexity of O(n). The key

step to evaluate the data representativity is to sort the

data representativity of all clients in ascending order,

with the complexity of O(n log(n)). And the complex-

ity is O(n log(n)) in the data representativity evalu-

ation phase. Then, a number of clients from each

client group will be selected to participate in the lo-

cal training for that iteration round, i.e., the num-

ber of clients selected exceeds the number of client

groups |Sr| > m. The complexity of the selection

phase is O(m) < O(|Sr|) < O(n). Therefore, the over-

all complexity of the DYNAMIC-SELECT algorithm is

O(n log(n)) which is the same as that of FedMS, and

significantly lower than FedGS’s complexity of O(2n!).

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Experiment System

5.1.1 Federated Learning System

We create a federated learning framework with one

central server and n = 100 clients to simulate the

real mobile edge environment. The federated learning

framework, in particular, uses Docker containers to ex-

pand the range of client types by virtualizing server

resources. We present and publish Appendix publicly

as a supplementary material online 1○. The exact pa-

rameters are listed in Appendix A1.

In this framework, the central server is a worksta-

tion with a GPU, and the client work nodes, while the

client work nodes are comprised of 5 Raspberry Pi 3B+,

10 Nvidia Jetson Nano, 5 Nvidia Jetson TX2, as well as

80 Docker containers. The computational power of the

Docker containers ranges from 0.8 to 5.6 CPU cores. In

addition, the server and clients are situated on the same

local area network (LAN) and use the WebSocket pro-

tocol provided by PySyft 2○ to communicate with each

other. Since our work is focused on the difference in

computational power of clients, the clients are trained

in a serial manner in order to shield the effect of com-

munication conditions.

1○https://github.com/Porcucu/Appendix, Jun. 2023.
2○https://github.com/OpenMined/PySyft/tree/syft 0.2.x, Dec. 2020.
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5.1.2 Federated Datasets

We use MNIST-Fed and CIFAR-10-Fed as the lo-

cal training datasets, respectively. MNIST-Fed and

CIFAR-10-Fed used for experiments in this paper are

generated from the public datasets MNIST and CIFAR-

10.

MNIST-Fed. MNIST-Fed is composed of the im-

ages of handwritten numbers from 0 to 9. 100 clients

are divided into ten groups, and each client has the

same class of data with 500 training samples and 100

test samples. There are 10 classes in total and each

class has the same amount of samples.

CIFAR-10-Fed. A cross-category CIFAR-10-Fed is

generated for 100 clients using the Dirichlet distribution

Dir(α), where the parameter α ∈ [0,+∞) monitors the

heterogeneity degree of the generated federated dataset.

When α has a large value, data distributions of clients

are more consistent. α = 0 indicates that only a single

client is assigned to one class of data. When m = 5,

100 clients are divided into five groups and every group

contains 10, 30, 30, 20, and 10 clients, respectively. The

client of the five groups holds 100, 250, 500, 750, and

1000 training samples and 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 test

samples, respectively.

The data distributions in MNIST-Fed and CIFAR-

10-Fed datasets are shown as the Appendix A2 and A3

of a supplementary material online 3○.

5.1.3 Model Settings

The experiments of our work focus on the impact

of the local test accuracy variance on performance of

the global model, therefore the complexity of the model

does not affect the experimental results and subsequent

analysis.

For MNIST-Fed, an empirical CNN model with

two convolutional layers, two maximum pooling lay-

ers, and two fully connected layers is created. An-

other CNN model consisting of three convolutional lay-

ers with dropout, two maximum pooling layers, and two

fully connected layers, is also utilized as the experimen-

tal model for CIFAR-10-Fed. The architecture of CNN

for experiments on MNIST-Fed and CIFAR-10-Fed is

shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.

Table 3. Model Architecture on the Client with MNIST-Fed

Layer I channel O channel C kernel Step A function

Conv2d 1 20 5×5 1 ReLU

MaxPool2d - - 2×2 2 -

Conv2d 20 50 5×5 1 ReLU

MaxPool2d - - 2×2 2 -

Full Connect 800 500 - - ReLU

Full Connect 500 10 - - Softmax

Note: I channel is the number of input channels. O channel is
the number of output channels. C kernel is the number of con-
volution kernels. A function is the activation function.

Table 4. Model Architecture on the Client with CIFAR-10-Fed

Layer I channel O channel C kernel Step A function

Conv2d 3 32 3×3 1 ReLU

MaxPool2d - - 2×2 2 -

Conv2d 32 64 3×3 1 ReLU

MaxPool2d - - 2×2 2 -

Conv2d 64 64 3× 1 -

Full Connect 1024 64 - - ReLU

Full Connect 64 10 - - -

5.2 Experiment Settings

5.2.1 Baseline

As the most general client selection strategy in fed-

erated learning, FedAvg [1] is chosen as the experimen-

tal baseline for FedSDR. And FedSDR is compared with

FedGS [36] and FedMS [37].

FedGS selects clients directly based on local distri-

bution and FedMS is based on the similarity of data

distribution. The two methods are similar to FedSDR

in that they select clients based on client groups using

local data distribution.

3○https://github.com/Porcucu/Appendix, Jun. 2023.
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5.2.2 Parameter Settings

Table 5 shows the parameters of models for the ex-

periments on different datasets.

Table 5. Parameter Settings of Models with Different Datasets

Dataset R batch size lr n m

MNIST-Fed 200 20 0.1 100 10

CIFAR-10-Fed 300 10 0.05 100 10

Note: R is the number of iterations. batch size is the batch
size. lr is the learning rate. n is the number of clients. m is the
number of client groups.

5.2.3 Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the FedSDR method in terms of local

test accuracy variance, client participation, local test

accuracy, the training loss, the global test accurac, and

total training time.

Client Participation V ar(Fre). Fre denotes the av-

erage times of clients participating in local training,

whereas Frei is the client ci’s participation in local

training. More concisely, the difference in participa-

tion among clients can be expressed as a variance. The

lower the variance V ar(Fre), the better the method is

at balancing the client participation.

Local Test Accuracy Variance V ar(Acc). The vari-

ance V ar(Acc) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

(Acci −Acc)
2
equals the differ-

ence between each client’s test accuracy and the average

test accuracy. When V ar(Acc) is smaller, the method

is more directly helpful in improving federated learning

fairness.

Minimum Test Accuracy min(Acci). min(Acci)

means minimum local test accuracy of 100 local models.

If the minimum local test accuracy is acceptable, the

method is effective in improving the local performance

of the global model across clients indirectly. Thus,

min(Acci) is an indirect metric in improving the fair-

ness of federated learning.

The Training Loss Lg and the Global Test Accuracy

Accg. Lg is the training loss of the global model. The

training loss assesses the prediction error of all samples

for the model on the training set. Accg is the test accu-

racy of the global model. Both Lg and Accg are adopted

as the performance criterions of the global model in

federated learning. The lower Lg and higher Accg, the

better the global model is trained.

Total training time Timetotal. The total training

time consumed by each method is counted as Timetotal.

Since each approach has the same number of iteration

rounds on the same federated dataset, smaller Timetotal

indicates more efficient federated learning training.

5.3 Experiment Results

5.3.1 Analysis of Hyperparameter Selection

Table 6. Experimental Results of Different Group Update
Periods (MNIST-Fed, 5 Groups)

ru V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%)

5 19.54 262.48 81.82

10 17.92 61.41 86.99

20 16.54 37.47 91.14

50 11.76 80.41 90.74

Table 7. Experimental Results of Different Group Update
Periods (MNIST-Fed, 10 Groups)

ru V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%)

5 60.00 24.81 94.93

10 58.40 24.93 95.08

20 53.94 19.71 94.51

50 43.42 16.36 95.46

FedSDR’s hyperparameter ru indicates that the re-

sults of client grouping are updated after each ru itera-

tion rounds, and m indicates that clients are separated

into m client groups. ru impacts the process times of

client grouping, and thus affecting the degree to which

the grouping results reflect clients’ real computational

capacity. Because one client from each group must be

chosen for local training after grouping, m influences

the number of clients who participate in local training

in iterative rounds. As a result, we must select suitable

ru and m for following experiments. ru is selected as

four different values for comparison experiments on the

number of groups m = 5 and m = 10. The experimen-

tal outcomes are presented in Tables 6 to 9.
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Table 8. Experimental Results of Different Group Update Periods (CIFAR-10-Fed, 5 Groups)

Group update

Period ru

CIFAR-10-Fed(α = 10) CIFAR-10-Fed(α = 0.1) CIFAR-10-Fed(α = 0.01)

V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%) V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%) V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%)

5 249.92 35.80 71.40 264.68 109.23 62.77 267.72 526.39 48.56

10 262.56 38.94 70.79 259.04 144.64 62.19 250.56 406.60 49.75

20 265.04 38.59 69.84 255.08 125.86 63.47 269.62 405.93 50.87

50 270.86 44.25 69.83 237.14 96.54 63.36 241.34 387.73 50.38

Table 9. Experimental Results of Different Group Update Periods (CIFAR-10-Fed, 10 Groups)

Group update

Period ru

CIFAR-10-Fed(α = 10) CIFAR-10-Fed(α = 0.1) CIFAR-10-Fed(α = 0.01)

V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%) V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%) V ar(Fre) V ar(Acc) Accg(%)

5 1096.90 29.94 71.12 1172.14 137.26 64.38 1196.06 385.10 53.05

10 1126.62 36.00 70.54 1133.98 103.86 65.32 1168.56 321.12 53.04

20 1134.32 35.29 71.02 1022.92 94.08 65.44 1116.88 373.48 53.72

50 165.22 41.05 70.94 1115.62 113.21 65.10 1094.64 353.47 53.77

FedSDR is compared with FedAvg [1], TiFL [20],

and FedSS [7] to client participation.

The following analysis can be made by comparing

the experimental results in Tables 6 to 9,

• From Table 6 and Table 7, larger ru has good

participation on IID dataset (MNIST-Fed). For

MNIST-Fed, the variance of client participation

tends to increase with larger ru. For non-IID

dataset (CIFAR-10-Fed), V ar(Fre), V ar(Acc)

and Accg perform better for smaller ru, with low

heterogeneity (α = 10), mainly because CIFAR-

10-Fed is more complex than MNIST-Fed. For

high data heterogeneity (α = 0.1,α = 0.01),

V ar(Fre) and V ar(Acc) have similar trends to

MNIST-Fed experiments, with better results at

higher ru. The global test accuracy slightly im-

proves with increasing ru. Specifically, a larger

ru should be taken under higher data heterogene-

ity conditions while a smaller ru should be taken

under lower data heterogeneity conditions.

• As shown in Table 6 and Table 7, the overall of the

test accuracy variance is decreasing with increas-

ing ru. In terms of the global test accuracy, it can

be seen that a larger ru corresponds to higher test

accuracy. Different ru values of FedSDR impact

greatly on V ar(Fre) and V ar(Acc). It can be no-

ticed that ru does affect FedSDR in balancing the

differences of client participation and local perfor-

mance of the global model. However, ru has little

impact on global test accuracy.

• V ar(Fre), V ar(Acc) and Accg are all affected by

the number of groups m used in FedSDR in Table

8 and Table 9. Although numerically V ar(Fre)

is much higher with m = 10 than that with m

= 5, the number of clients participated in train-

ing with m = 10 is twice as many as that with

m = 5 for selecting two clients per group. It

can be observed that the square root of V ar(Fre)

with m = 10 is also about twice as large as that

with m = 5. Therefore, when it comes to the

variance of participation, m fundamentally fails

to affect the number of clients who attend local

training when the number of clients is constant.

In terms of local accuracy variance, the global

model with groups m = 10 has the largest value

among clients, and the grouping results are clos-

est to the realistic distribution of client computa-

tional capacity. When the data heterogeneity is
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high, the settings of m = 5 and m = 10 can effec-

tively improve the global test accuracy. However,

the global test accuracy is not statistically differ-

ent from varied ru when the data heterogeneity

is low. This is mostly due to FedSDR’s ability

to select more clients for training, reducing the

detrimental impact of high data heterogeneity on

global test accuracy.

Through the above experiments and analysis of hy-

perparameter selection, considering the existence of

data heterogeneity in mobile edge environment, ru is

determined as 20 and m is determined as 10, i.e.,

the client grouping is re-performed every 20 iteration

rounds, and 100 clients are divided into groups. These

settings applied in the following comparison experi-

ments.

5.3.2 Client Participation

As can be seen in Table 10 on the MNIST-Fed

dataset, FedSDR is slightly worse than TiFL in terms of

client participation, but surpasses FedAvg, TiFL, and

FedSS by roughly 27.4%, 37.9%, and 23.3%. Because

MNIST-Fed is uniformly distributed, with each class

being assigned to the same number of samples. TiFL

based on training time grouping can characterize the

systematic heterogeneity of clients better.

Table 10. Experiment Results of Client Participation

Method

V ar(Fre)

MNIST-Fed
CIFAR-10-Fed

Dir(10) Dir(0.1) Dir(0.01)

FedAvg 64.30 1323.4 1326.86 1322.5

TiFL 17.02 1537.14 1527.5 1547.14

FedSS 78.36 1258.06 1259.86 1252.56

FedSDR 48.37 1032.98 984.57 960.25

When the degree of statistical heterogeneity varies,

the variance of client participation increases signifi-

cantly on CIFAR-10-Fed. In the high heterogeneity set-

ting (α = 10, α = 0.1, α = 0.01), FedSDR has the best

client participation among all four approaches. There-

fore, FedSDR demonstrates the ability to balance the

participation of clients with different computing capac-

ity, further reducing the performance variance of the

global model across clients.

5.3.3 Local Test Accuracy Variance

Table 11 shows the results of the local test accu-

racy variance for the four approaches FedAvg, FedGS,

FedMS, and FedSDR on MNIST-Fed as well as CIFAR-

10-Fed. For the simple MNIST-Fed, FedSDR has the

smallest local test accuracy variance and still surpasses

all the other approaches.

Table 11. Experiment Results of Local Test Accuracy Variance

Method

V ar(Acc)

MNIST-Fed
CIFAR-10-Fed

Dir(10) Dir(0.1) Dir(0.01)

FedAvg 24.02 34.29 116.28 406.91

FedGS 22.17 32.81 95.35 402.30

FedMS 18.89 32.05 93.34 343.91

FedSDR 18.34 32.46 91.20 320.17

On the CIFAR-10-Fed, the advantage of FedSDR

gradually emerges with higher statistical heterogene-

ity. FedSDR reaches the optimal results in the local

test accuracy variance. Under the three data hetero-

geneity settings, V ar(Acc) of FedSDR is 32.46, 91.20,

and 320.17, respectively. FedSDR exceeds all the other

methods and is optimal in the high data heterogeneity

settings (α = 0.1, α = 0.01).

For α = 10, despite the increased complexity of

CIFAR-10, the local test accuracy variances of the four

approaches are relatively close due to low data hetero-

geneity and low risk of fairness. Selecting the unbal-

anced data distribution involved in training has limited

effect on balancing the local performance bias of the

global model. For α = 0.1, FedGS which is more similar

to FedAvg, provides a smaller variance in the local test

accuracy due to the data heterogeneity. Specifically,

FedGS uniformizes the data distribution through divid-
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ing clients with complementary data distribution into

the same group. FedMS and FedSDR both achieve a

better equalization effect by selecting unbalanced data.

With the further increase in data heterogeneity, FedGS

cannot provide balanced local performance for the com-

plementary distributions in the same group. Instead,

FedMS and FedSDR are effective at improving accuracy

performance on clients. In particular, FedSDR not only

distinguishes between clients better, but also takes into

account the peculiar distribution in each client group,

and thus it can offer better local test accuracy variance

than FedMS in a high statistical heterogeneity system.

5.3.4 Minimum Test Accuracy

Table 12 shows the minimum test accuracy results

of the global model across 100 clients obtained by Fe-

dAvg, FedGS, FedMS, and FedSDR on MNIST-Fed and

CIFAR-10-Fed.

Table 12. Experiment Results of Minimum Local Test
Accuracy

Method

min(Acci) (%)

MNIST-Fed
CIFAR-10-Fed

Dir(10) Dir(0.1) Dir(0.01)

FedAvg 66.3 37.4 17.9 1.1

FedGS 68.7 41.0 21.0 3.33

FedMS 78.5 50.0 25.1 12.5

FedSDR 76.0 48.1 25.3 9.0

FedGS, FedMS, and FedSDR exceed FedAvg in

terms of local test accuracy. With the continuous en-

hance of statistical heterogeneity, V ar(Acc) of FedSDR

is sub-optimal or optimal in all the approaches. Al-

though the statistical results of FedSDR and FedMS

are similar, FedSDR’s overall complexity is much lower

than that of FedMS, consuming less local computa-

tional resources.

It is noticeable that FedSDR has an improved ef-

fect on the local test accuracy compared with FedAvg,

FedGS, and FedMS. Considering local data distribution

for client selection indeed helps to improve the perfor-

mance of the global model across clients.

5.3.5 Training Loss and Test Accuracy of the Global
Model

As shown in Fig.5, on the simple MNIST-Fed, the

training loss of FedSDR arrives at the lowest and

FedSDR is sub-optimal in the test accuracy.

On the CIFAR-10-Fed (α = 10, α = 0.1, α = 0.01),

although FedMS achieves the lowest training loss and

the highest test accuracy of global model, FedSDR is

able to achieve similar experimental results as FedMS.

Besides, FedSDR accomplishes a significant improve-

ment in terms of Accg, compared with FedGS and Fe-

dAvg as Fig.6.

The above experimental results demonstrate

FedSDR’s high adaptability to statistical heterogeneity.

FedSDR boosts the test accuracy of the global model

and local test accuracy variance by selecting clients

with unbalanced data. The boosting effect is similar to

the client selection method regarding the model sim-

ilarity. But measuring the similarity between clients

occupies great computational consumption. In general,

FedSDR balances the performance differences of the

global model across clients.

5.3.6 Total Training Time

Table 13 shows the experimental results of the total

federated learning training time for the four approaches

FedAvg, FedGS, FedMS, and FedSDR on MNIST-Fed

and CIFAR-10-Fed with three different heterogeneity

(α = 10, α = 0.1, α = 0.01).

Table 13. Experiment Results of Total Training Time

Method

T imetotal (s)

MNIST-Fed
CIFAR-10-Fed

Dir(10) Dir(0.1) Dir(0.01)

FedAvg 51843 183572 185067 185058

FedGS 56827 229363 221896 226819

FedMS 69630 275156 271162 272965

FedSDR 42794 165669 168176 168342

As can be seen from Table 14, the overall distribu-

tion of the total training time for the four approaches
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(a) (b)

Fig.5. Training loss and test accuracy of the global model on MNIST-Fed. (a) Training loss Lg . (b) Test accuracy Accg .

remains the same on different datasets and data het-

erogeneity settings. Specifically, FedSDR presents the

minimum training time mainly because it takes clients

with varying computing efficiency into account and has

low computational complexity of client selection based

on data representativity within the group.

In the total training time, FedSDR spends less than

all the other approaches. Besides, both FedGS and

FedMS have increased the total training time compared

to FedAvg. FedGS utilizes the local model output to

evaluate the similarity among data distributions and

obtains the unbalanced data distribution by grouping

clients with complementary data into the same group.

FedMS necessitates scheduling all the clients to period-

ically participate in local training, which significantly

increases the consumption of computational resources

and the training time. The above experimental results

also show that FedSDR is more suitable for resource-

constrained edge system.

5.3.7 Experiment Conclusions

In the heterogeneous experiments of this paper, the

Federated Dynamic Client Selection Method based on

Data Representativity (FedSDR) is compared with Fe-

dAvg, FedGS, and FedMS on the federated datasets

MNIST-Fed and CIFAR-10-Fed (α = 10, α = 0.1,

α = 0.01).

The experimental results manifest that FedSDR can

balance the client participation and relieve the perfor-

mance biases of the global model across clients from

the local data perspective. Compared with FedAvg,

TiFL, and FedSS, FedSDR invokes client participa-

tion by 27.4%, 37.9%, and 23.3%, respectively. And

FedSDR surpasses FedAvg, FedGS, and FedMS by 1.21

times, 1.20 times, and 1.07 times in the local test ac-

curacy variance, respectively. Furthermore, FedSDR

creates a global model with good performance in terms

of training loss and training time, compared with other

client selection approaches.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of un-

fair federated client selection in edge computing, which

leads to a biased performance of the global model across

clients. Facing the absence of some stragglers partici-

pating in training and unbalanced data distribution,

we proposed the Federated Dynamic Client Selection

Method based on Data Representativity (FedSDR).

FedSDR groups clients for allowing clients with dif-

ferent computing capacity to participate in training,

guaranteeing a fair chance to engage in training for all

clients. Furthermore, FedSDR selects federated clients

from each group based on data representativity for

global aggregation. The selection strategy of FedSDR

balances the performance of the global model across all
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig.6. Training loss and test accuracy of the global model on CIFAR-10-Fed. (a) Training loss Lg when α = 10. (b) Test accuracy
Accg when α = 10. (c) Training loss Lg when α = 0.1. (d) Test accuracy Accg when α = 0.1. (e) Training loss Lg when α = 0.01. (f)
Test accuracy Accg when α = 0.01.

clients. We assessed our approach on several popular

machine learning tasks which are performed with clus-

ters of different sizes. The experimental results man-

ifest that when the overall performance of the global

model is guaranteed, FedSDR offers a balanced local

test accuracy distribution. More interestingly, FedSDR

ensures the fairness of the federated learning and en-

ables all clients to obtain model parameters with great

performance, and thus mitigating the performance bias

of the global model among clients.
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